Metrowater Response

With reference to the above subject it is to be stated that, a report was published
in your paper dated 25.11.2015 wherein sewage let out in the streets due to
tussle between private tankers and Metro Water.
In this regard it is to be informed that the news in “The Hindu” about the sewer
lorries is wrongly reported.The sewage decanting point is in operation at Perungudi
Pumping Station adjoining to Perungudi STP. This facility is being utilized by the
private sewer lorry operators (not hired by CMWSSB). These private sewer lorry
operators collect the septage from the adjoining areas of Perungudi (Shollinganallur,
Madipakkam, Karapakkam, residential and Commercial complexes in and around
OMR etc) and decant at Perungudi decanting point. None of them ware working with
us. On 23.11.2015 afternoon heavy rain lashed and due to which flooding on road
leading to Perungudi decant point ,in the afternoon thus resulted in pilling up of the

private sewer lorries. The opportunists, who could not wait, utilized this situation and
let out the septage in flooded road.
The residents of Saravana Nagar and Selvaganapthy avenue protested in the
morning of 24.11.2015 not to allow these private sewer lorries to decant the septage
collected unless they clear the stagnated sewage in their area. Due to which a tussle
between public and the sewer lorry operators occurred, there by decanting operation
was stopped for few hours. Further some of the private sewer lorries were being
asked for deployment additionally in the city area. They refused and resorted to
mariyal. After the refusal CMWSSB officials did not insist. Instead of this it has been
reported that they blocked the road because CMWSSB did not pay them.After
CMWSSB officials and police pacify them the mariyal was withdrawn and then
onwards the decanting operation was functioning smoothly. The total number trip
decanted on 24.11.2015 was 197 trips.
Instead of this it has been reported that they blocked the road because
CMWSSB did not pay them. These lorries are not working for us , hence the
question of paying them does not arise. It is requested that a correct version
may be published.

